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ABSTRACT 

The equations of motion of a system of N nucleons 

are written, using the most general velocity independent, 

parity conserving, two-body potential between pairs of 

nucleons. The spin and isospin dependences are eliminated 

by established techniques involving use of the theory of the 

group of permutations of N objects. The center of mass 

coordinates and orientatlonal dependences are eliminated by 

re-expressing the operator for the kinetic energy in terms 

of suitable variables, and using techniques of angular 

momentum theory. 

The equations for all possible three-nucleon prob

lems are written in detail, i.e., the parameters appearing 

in the N-nucleon equations are given explicitly, and the 

coupled differential equations for the amplitudes of the 

various states of spin, isospin, and angular momentum are 

displayed. 

vil 



1. INTRODUCTION 

It is generally the case, when attempting to solve a 

complex problem of physics or mathematics, that the initial 

efforts are rather specialized approaches to restricted forms 

of the problem. As increasingly more successful treatments 

are developed, a general approach gradually evolves which is-

applicable to more general formulations of the problem. In 

the case of the problem of several interacting nucleons, the 

work to present [1-9]* has largely concentrated on calcula

tions of the properties of the ground states of specific 

nuclei, predominantly the triton and the alpha particle. 

The approach presented in this work is one of a more general 

nature, in that the equations of motion of the system of 

nucleons are written not just for the ground state, but for 

all the bound states. Further, this more general approach 

furnishes a completely systematic means of attacking the prob

lem, something that has been lacking in previous considera

tions. 

As might be expected in generalizing an attack on a 

problem, the more general method may lack some of the complete 

•Numbers in brackets refer to references as entered 
in the List of References. 
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detail that a specialized treatment of a restricted form of 

the problem can achieve. Such is the case for the method 

presented here, in that noncentral forces, namely the tensor 

force and the spin orbit force, both of which are known to 

play some role in nuclear interactions, have so far been 

excluded. Electromagnetic interactions have also been 

excluded. It is anticipated that these forms of interaction 

.may be treated as perturbations, or, if that is not possible, 

at least the magnitude of their effects will be. so obtained. 

In any case the treatment given here will provide'an advanced 

standpoint from which to base a further attack on the prob

lem. In this treatment, all nucleon masses are assumed to 

be equal, and non-relativistic quantum mechanics is assumed 

to be valid for the description of the system. 

In outline, the treatment of the N-nucleon problem 

given here involves the elimination of the spin and isospin 

dependences through the use of the properties of the group 

of permutations of N objects (i.e., the symmetric group S^). 

The resulting set of coupled differential equations with the 

spatial coordinates as independent variables are then 

reduced to another set of differential equations involving 

only "intrinsic" variables (that is, variables not depending 

on the location or orientation of the system) by expressing 

the operator for the kinetic energy in a form that exhibits 



the role of the angular momentum operators and then using, 

the properties of the angular momentum wave functions in 

order to eliminate the dependences on spatial orientation. 

To illustrate the detailed workings of the approach, the 

equations of motion for all possible three-nucleon problems 

are written. 



2 . THE -SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

The system of N nucleons is described by a wave 

function ¥ which is a function of the spatial coordinates 

r^, 1=1. . . N (cartesian components *ia, a = 1* 2, 3) of 

the N particles, as well as their spin and isotopic spin 

coordinates. The wave function satisfies, the time independ

ent Schrodinger equation (H is the Hamiltonian) 

V is the potential from which the nuclear, forces are derived, 

and E is the total energy of the system. Assuming that 

nuclear forces are charge independent, velocity independent 

and parity conserving, the most general nuclear potential one 

can write between two nucleons, i and j, say, is 

HY = (T.+ V)¥ = EY, ( 1 )  

where T = — is the kinetic energy operator, 
1 ia 
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3£±-r,a -r 
where -£->" -<7^*aj is the tensor potential, 

ri J 

which will not be considered further in this paper. 

Thus, considering only two-body forces and, as has 

been stated, neglecting tensor forces and electromagnetic 

interactions, the most general potential which we can use in 

the Schrodinger equation is 

N 
V = -h 2 V. . , - (2) 

i,j=l 1J 

where - [VT(r±J) + . 

With this potential the constants of the motion 

which we shall use are the following: (1) the square of the 

total orbital angular momentum of the center of mass and that 

about the center of mass and their respective z-components; 

(2) the square of the total spin and its z-componentj and 

(3) the square of the total isotopic spin and its 3_component 

The system of N nucleons must obey the Pauli exclu

sion principle because the nucleons have spin •§• and are 

therefore fermions. The wave function as a result must be 

antisymmetric with respect to an interchange of two of the 

nucleons; that is', if all the coordinates of two of the 
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nucleons are interchanged, the wave function must change 

sign. Using the theory of the group of permutations of N 

objects, Sjj, Mahmoud and Cooper [10] have shown that the 

wave function for a system of N nucleons having total spin 

s1 and total isospin t1 can be written 

¥(s' ,t1 ,r) = Z p, Ha'b'c'ja'P'Y') 
c'a'p'y'*0 

where âtai(s) is a normalized eigenfunction of the total 

spin angular momentum having transformation properties under 

permutations of the nucleons the same as the a' basis vector 

of the a' irreducible representation of the group SN. 

has the same significance for isospin. is a func-
C f —1 

tion of the spatial coordinates (r is an abbreviation for 

transforming under permutations in the same way 

as the 7' basis vector of the c1 irreducible representation 

of S^. Table I gives the âiaf(s) for three and four nucle

ons. The coefficients P(a'b'c1;a'p'y') are discussed at 

length in [10], and are tabulated there for three and four 

nucleons. 



In a similar manner the potential is written in 

reference [10] as 

V = 2 G(abc) 2 i r(abc;afty)V a(s)V. g(t)V (r) (4) 
abc oPy s/c' a Dp 

The Vaa(s) contain spin operators, the V^p(t) contain isospin 

operators, and the V (r) contain spatial coordinates in the oy — 

form of interparticle distances. Table II lists the V ^ for • aa 

three and four nucleons. Values of the coefficients G(abc) 

for three and four nucleon problems are given in Table III. 

When the potential (4) operates on the wave function 

(3) various changes in the permutation symmetry are induced 

in the components of the wave function, and the resultant 

expression must be re-expanded in terms of the basis 

and Such a procedure is followed in [10], and the 

spin and Isospin functions are then eliminated yielding the 

set of coupled differential equations 

i  a b c  
(T-EH „ „(r) + 2 G(abc) 2 [a'b »c"] 2A(a'b 'c ') 

^ abc c'ty* a'b'c" 

x ^(aa'a1 )A(bb'b') ["*(cc 'c";YY'y") 

x V0Y(E)i»e,T,(r) = 0 (5) 
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Expressions for the so-called recoupling coefficients^ 

a b c 
A(a'b'c') , and their values are given in [10]. The X(aa'a') 
a'b "c" 

are defined by the equation 

^ r(aa'a";aa'a,l)Vaa(s)Vrala,(s) = X(aa'a' )tfa"0«£aia« (6) 

and are given in Table IV for the three and four nucleon 

cases. 

Several authors have used the theory of the symmetric 

group to construct antisymmetric wave functions. Derrick 

and Blatt [4] use such a method both to construct antisymmet

ric wave functions and to determine which eigenstates of 

spin and orbital angular momentum can be present in the 

ground state of the triton. Derrick [5] then calculates the 

matrix elements of the Hamiltonian between the various eigen

states of spin, isospin, and orbital angular momenta, 

thereby obtaining sixteen coupled differential equations for 

the spatial functions involved in the ground state of the 

triton. The equations involve only the separations between 

the particles. A similar procedure for the triton, but 

without the introduction of Euler angles, is given by Cohen 

and Willis [8]. Cohen [7] also calculates the matrix 

elements for the alpha particle. While these papers 



approach the problem in a straightforward manner, all the 

steps involved in classifying the wave functions and calculat

ing the matrix elements would have to be carried out all 

over again if the neutron-to-proton ratio were changed, 

whereas in the method described above one would need only to 

use a different set of the tabulated recoupling coefficients. 

Thus a considerable saving in effort is effected through the 

use of the recoupling coefficients. 



TABLE I. SPIN WAVE FUNCTIONS 

Three Nucleons 

*11<B> =J[ala2P3 + alP2a3 + pla2a3] 

tf21(s) =^[a1a2P3 - -Ha^gC^ + ] 

^22(3) =Mai^2a3 ~ ha2a3] 

Four Nucleons 

'^alaS^ + "l'W* + a1^3% + eia2a3Pt 

+ ̂ la2^3a4 + ̂ l^2a3a4^ 

*31(s) =1|[ala2P3P't + aie2a3e4 " °lP2P3at + "WVn 

- hazhab - pi(32a3a41 

^32(s) = ̂ Eaia2^3^4 " ' l ji^2a3ah '  ̂ a1^2a3^4 + pla2a3pj 

" alP2P3a4 " "WW1 

*33(s) = i[a1Pga3P4 - P1aga3P4 + - p^p^] 

•21<s) "^•alaS^'i + Pie2a3°4 -i'aip2a3p4 + 

+ P.,a2a3P4 + P1a2P3a4)] 

^22 =̂ "2 âiP2a3P4 " alP2^3a4 ~ ^la2a3^4 + ̂ la2^3a4J 
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TABLE II. POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS 

ForVaa(s), 0±J = forVaa(t), 01;) -li'Iji forVaa(r), 

e i j = V < r i J > -

a. Three Nucleons 

V11 =̂ 012 + °13 + 023] 

V21 =$912 " ^®13 + 023)]  

V22 =v^l"013 ' S23] 

b. Four Nucleons 

V11 =̂ °12 + 013 + 0l4 + °23 + °24 + 034^ 

V31 =̂ 012 + °13 + 023 " Ĝl4 + 024 + 034^ 

V32 =^g[0i2 " 034 " ' 0̂13 + 023 " 0l4 " 024^ 

V33 = ̂ 013 " 023 + 0l4 " 024^ 

v2l =̂ °12 + 034 ' ̂°13 + 0l4 + 023 + 024^ 

v22 = ̂ 0̂13 ~ 0l4^ * <023 " G24 ]̂ 
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TABLE III. G(abc) 

a. Three Nucleons 

G(lll) =J± 0(122) = G(212) = G(221) = G(222) =T^| 

b. Pour Nucleons 

G(111) = p. G(122) = G(212) = G(221) = G(222) = i 
V6 V3 

G(133) = 0(313) = G(33l) =» p 
V2 

G(233) = G(323) = G(332) = 1 
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TABLE IV. Maa'a1) 

a. Three Nucleons 

\ a1 
a \ 1 2 1 

1 . V3 -V3 -3V3 

2 0 2V3 0 

b. Four Nucleons 

\ a '  
a\ 1 3 2 3 1 

1 V6 -(l/3)V6 -V6 -(5/3)V6 -3V6 

3 0 4 0 -4 0 

2 0 VV3 2 -4/V3 0 



3. THE KINETIC ENERGY OPERATOR 

You boil it in sawdust: You salt it in glue 
You condense it with locusts and tape 

Still keeping one principal object in view--
To preserve its symmetrical shape. 

Fit the Fifth, The Hunting of;the Snark 
LewisCarroll 

In order to retain the usefulness of the symmetry 

considerations used in [10], any re-expression of the kinetic 

energy operator must retain the essential symmetry of .that 

operator. If it can be written in such a way as to exhibit 

the dependence on the angular momentum operators, use can b.e 

made of the considerable body of techniques developed for 

dealing with angular momentum. F. Vlllars [3] has derived 

such an expression, for the kinetic energy of a classical ' 

system of N particles of equal mass. While it is not diffi

cult to extend his analysis to the case of a quantum system, 

the resulting parameters, represent an unfortunate separation 

of terms insofar as practical calculations are concerned. A 

method which is computationally simpler is used by G. 

Derrick [ 5 ]  In his treatment of the triton ground state. 

What follows is a generalization to N bodies of Derrick's 

treatment of the three body kinetic energy operator. 

14 
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-62 N 3 a2 
The kinetic energy operator T = 2 2 —*— 

.1=1 o=l dxja 

is proportional to the Laplaclan operator in a 3N dimensional 

space. If a coordinate transformation is performed in this 

space, then the Laplaclan becomes, according to tensor 

analysis, 

n2 1 ^ / /— ik ^ \ / rj \ 
v = 2 TB 7T tye e —r) > (7) 

i,j=iV8 axi axK ; 

i ik dX"^" &X^" where the X are the new coordinates, g = 2 
iy hx}y dxJT 

and g = ^ i. . The coordinate transformation which we 
det g1K 

choose to carry out is one in which" three of the new coordi

nates are the coordinates of the center of mass, three are 

taken to be the Euler angles 0 , s = 1, 2, 3*, specifying s 

the orientation of the principal axes of the tensor of 

inertia of the sys.tem, and the remaining 3N-6 coordinates 

a = 1, 2 . . . 3N-6, are "intrinsic" coordinates, chosen 

in some symmetric way. For the case of three and four 

particles, the intrinsic coordinates can be chosen to be the 

•More common notation in the literature is ot, (3, y 
for , ©2* respectively. Several sets of Euler angles 
have been usea by various authors; the choice in this paper 
follows M. E. Rose [11], namely, 0j. and 0p are the azimuthal 
and polar angles, respectively, of the body-fixed z axis. 
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interparticle distances, since for these two cases they are 

3N-6 in number. For five and more nucleons some other. 

choice must be made since the number of interparticle dis

tances N(N-l) is greater than 3N-6. Thus we have (in an 

obvious notation) 
j 

1 1 N 2 1 N 

X = Vm. " I ' X " 'cm. " * jf/ja ' 

•3 1 N 4 t; 
x3 = zo.m. =¥ ' x =ei- x 2 * 

X6 •= 0 , and X6+a = Za . 

The relation between the old and new coordinates is contained 

in the set of equations 

xia = (2c.m.>a + rA<x(0sKa<^ ' <8> 

where the R â(0s) are elements of the orthogonal rotation 

matrix relating coordinates in a cartesian system at the 

center of mass with axes parallel to the original axes to 

the coordinates xj^ in a cartesian system at the center of 

mass with axes along the principal axes of the tensor of 

Inertia. The following notation will be employed henceforth: 

(l) The coordinate system whose axes lie along the principal 
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axes are known as the body-fixed axes, and components taken 

with respect to these axes carry subscripts denoted by 

capital latin letters; thus x Â is the component along the A 

axis of the position vector (with respect to the center of 

mass) of the i particle. (2) Components with respect to 

the original system of coordinates (called space-fixed) 

carry lower case, greek subscripts. (3) Angular momentum, 

being an axial vector, is denoted in Villars' article in two 

ways. In order to facilitate references to his paper, we 

shall employ his notation, in which the components of an 

axial vector are denoted by a circumflex over the subscript, 

or are designated by double index notation, namely Lr 

x. 

Jap 

caPp - XpP^. Thus L12 = L^, L23 = Lj, and = L^, and, in 

general AB = 8 (A, B, C cyclic). 

Now as is pointed out in [ 5 ]  for the case N = 3» and 

ik as is true for all N = 3.the metric tensor g can be written 

as 

glk = (SMS)ik (S = transpose of S) (9) 

where S and M are 3N by 3N matrices. S is a function only 

of the Euler angles and is given by 

1(3) 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 l(3N-6) 
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where l(3N-6) Is a 3N-6 by 3N-6 Identity matrix, 1(3) is a 3 
i 

by 3 identity matrix, and 9 (elements 9 *) is given by 
s y a 

9 = 
5 in 0, 

-cos 9,  sin 0. 

sin sin 9^ sin 92 cos 6 

0 

0 

cos 0O cos 0_ -sin 0„ cos sin j> 5 <?• £ 

(10) 

The (symmetric) matrix M is a function only of the intrinsic 

coordinates, and is given by 

M = 

frlwJ , o 

o 

o 

2*. 
(, lyy -

O 

o 

XEL 
(SYMMETRIC) 

(ii) 

l  
T M « I VM *S. Ivm. 1*7 K I T 

IVM. „ ̂ s> ITM. * *sk 'y ̂  ">§, | 7 as.. 

."is, iy |ŷ v. ̂iflltn: 15H» 
T&Jfe W fx J & Sxw.fe V** -Sx̂  I £ *** T*;-



*9 

where i , etc. are the principal moments of inertia per 

nucleon mass and 

Mia,AB ~ ( a c ' 2 )  _ (Zx'2) + ̂ bFacJ  ' (12) 
^ iA ^ iB 

While M â ^ contains Euler angles, the summation 

la"10'* S T,J'° 

is a function only of intrinsic variables. 

Now it is easily seen that det = (det S)2det 
JL i lr 

so that -yg = sin 62 m2 where m = l/det M . Using this 

relation, plus the fact (see Villars [3]) that 

LA = 0s,A (-ift 30-) ' 
3=1 S 

or in matrix notation, 

J s 
L1 

-ift d/dn 

L2 
= e -m z/ho? , (body-fixed components) 

L3 V ' / 
-ifi s/a©3 

^ * 

(13) 
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the Laplacian becomes 

o tp 3 L* p 3 3N-6 
+ S Ijs(-4-r)£; + 2Z Z  Z  M,„ *  If c.m. A=1 A -in A=1 a=1 la ia,A dxiQ 

Lft * 3 3N-6 i 
X i" jll. i1 'Ag - + 2 Z m ^ (*••• m2 2 M.» _ g s-y ) 
T-W a=1 a=l ia la'A Sxia 

v la u 
32"<: - v a J- n a (i4) } v- '.v'\ -H 2 m '•  ̂jp m2 D_._. -rj— "5 
a/r^l aT ̂ 7  

ixx where If = *• and cyclic permutations, and = 
1 (i -i )2 ar 

v yy zz' 

2 -s-— — . Thus the operator for the kinetic energy of 
ia " ia oxia 

a system of N particles is, finally, 

p? ,n 1 3N-6 t 1 . 3 p 

T - -Sir- + m „ ? . m""2 + 3? = H 4 
a,T=l A=1 

•, 3 3H-6 , 
+ H A=1 a=l V.Wo + » 5 § m"2 U5) 

where £c.m. " 3,13 ' -1Tl 3T CJ 
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As far as the motion of the center of mass is con

cerned, the only place where the center-of-mass variables 

occur in the Hamiltonian is in the first term of the kinetic 

energy operator. The Hamiltonian separates into terms 

representing the kinetic energy associated with the motion 

of the center of mass, and the energy of the motion about 

the center of mass. That is, 

p2 p2 

H --SHT + H' =-W- + T' + v> 

where T' contains no center of mass variables. Thus the 

wave function may be written as a product of a center of 

mass wave function and a function depending on the particle 

coordinates relative to the center of mass. That is, in our 

expression for the wave function, we set 

*«(£)-*(£.... )*Ve'). (16) 

Putting this expression into the coupled equations (5), and 

carrying out the usual steps for separating variables, we 

obtain the equations for the (r*): 
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(T'-E')tf'.. ,.(£') + 2 G(abc) 2 [a'b'c"]* 
' abc c'yy' 

a b c 
X A(a,b,c,)X(aala,)^(t)b'b') r(cc,c,l;rYlY11) (17) 

a»b'c" 

X Vc7(r')^,Yt(r') = 0, 

where E' = E - E , E being the energy associated with c  « m  •  c  *  m  •  

the center of mass motion. 

• 



4. ELIMINATION OP ANGULAR DEPENDENCES 

If we now expand the wave function In terms of a 

product of a complete set of functions q>a of the Euler 

angles and a set of functions of the intrinsic variables, we 

cam separate out the dependences of the equations of motion 

on the Euler angles by re-expanding the terms L^q>a and 
p 

(LA) <Pa as linear combinations of the cpa and then using the 

orthogonality properties of the set. 

A particularly useful set of functions to use are 

the functions (0„)* as defined in Rose [11]. These ra'm v s' 

functions are eigenfunctions: 

(1) of the square of total orbital angular momentum 

(with respect to the center of mass), with 

eigenvalue i(i+l)ti2 

(2) of the space-fixed z-component of the total 

angular momentum, with eigenvalue -m'h 

(3) of the body-fixed z-component of the total 

angular momentum, with eigenvalue -mfi. 

The orthogonality property of these functions is given by 

23 
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/27fd01 l ae sine ̂  de d'W* = 
o 1 o 2 2 o 3 ̂  ̂ 

877-2 *,m fi ,M 8, < • (18) 2j1+l m£m̂  m̂ nig jlt)2 

Since the square of the total angular momentum and 

it's z-component are constants of the mot ion > we may write, 

for an energy eigenstate with auigular momentum & and projec-
i . 

tion m', 

&  ( 2 )  
•>!/' (r') = 2 D ,(0 )<PĈ (t ) . (19) cyv— ' m=_^ -m'mv s;vm vsa; v y) 

{ & )  
In order to calculate the expansions of L*D , and A m'm 

\ 2 & 
(L^) Dmim in terms of the same kind of functions, we use the 

following method, found, for instance, in Davydov [12]: The 
(j) 

function E> . (0„) is defined as the matrix element of the m'nr s 

rotation operator 

D(0g) = e"10lJz e"i02Jy e~i03Jz (20) 

between states having the same value of the total angular 

momentum (quantum number j) and having magnetic quantum 

numbers m' and m. That is, 

Di£ (®j = (Jn'lD(e )|jm) . (21) 
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The J's In the exponentials are operators for the various 

space-fixed components of the angular momentum, measured in 

units of H. If we differentiate both sides of this equation 

with respect to 0we have 

= -iUm'|D(Os)Ajjm] ( 2 2 )  

where A, = e+1°3Jz ei02Jy J_ -e"102Jy.e"i03Jz X Z ' 

A _ t Q-i0oJ, Ag — 6 3 ̂  y 3 z (23) 

A3 - Jz 

Now the A's can be expressed as a linear combination of the 

J operators 

A£ ~ J 
(24) 

From the previous expressions for the A's we can determine 

that the q^'s form the elements of the nonsingular matrix 

' -sin 0n cos d 93 
sin °3 0 

[q] = sin 02 sln °3 cos ®3 0 (25) 

cos 0o 0 1 



The matrix inverse to [q] is 
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[q_1] = 

-csc Og cos 0^ 

sin <3„ 

csc sin 0^ 

cos 0~ 

cot Gp cos 9^ -cot 0^ sin 0^ 

0 

,0 

1 

( 2 6 )  

Introducing a complete set of angular momentum eigenfunctions 

into equation (22) we have 

d0g m'm -1 ? , Di'i" (J>»"Kljm)qxi! 
m jA 

(27) 

-1 Multiplying both sides of this equation by q^ and summing 

-1 over $>, we obtain, since Z q^ q^ = 6-^ , 

v -1 d _(j) 
1 i m'm -1 S„ Jm) 

m 
(28)  

The matrix elements on the right hand side are easily calcu

lated from ordinary angular momentum theory, while we see 

that if we denote 2 q^ by then we have 
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l—
\ 

ro
 II 

K3. 

-csc 0£ cos ©2 ŝ n 

csc 0^ sin cos 0^ 

cot 0O cos 0. 2 • 

•cot 0g sin 0. 

0 0 

f ^ 
(30-̂  

a 
ĉ 2 

a 

j W 

(29) 

Comparison, of this equation with the equation (13) for the 

body-fixed components of the angular momentum shows that 

K1 

*2 

K 3> 

Thus we have determined that 

LSDifi(0J = - 2 Di f2,» (|l | im) , A m'nr s' » m'm x 1 a1 ' m 
(30) 

where A and a have the same numerical value (i.e., 1, 2, 3). 

We may calculate, then, as an example, that the 

operator for the body-fixed x-component of the angular 

W momentum yields the following result when applied to Dm,m : 
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<0B) - - 5 V' (*">"|Lx|«m) 

= " ? Di'il" (ira"U(L+ + L.)|im) 
m 

- " ?T tiytlvSV(l-.)(l«n) 6m,Wl (3D 
m 

+ "ft/2 V(-0+m) (-0-m+l) 2_) , 

X tl/2 V(^+m) (^-m+l)' . 

Similar results are easily obtained for the other components 

of the angular momentum. 

Thus when we insert (19) into (17)* multiply by 
(£)* 
D mtm" and integrate over the space of the Euler angles, 

C'V we obtain the set of equations for the cp , 
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2 i 
Sm !i/D i +Tjjj t«(4+l)-m"2] [- ——— 

'1yy"1zz' 

+ ha _i + 1zz 
7i -i u -I M 
v zz xx.' v xx yy' 

X i T|S.o1ro + g "E',<PS"Y (?o' 

, JL a b c 
[ 2 G(abc) 2 [a'b'c"]2 A( a'b' c ' )X(aa'a') 
abc c'771 a'b'c" 

X A(bb'b') r(cc'cM;TT,Y")VCT(fJa)]cp°,''y,(eCT) ( 3 2 )  

. r xyy •, r 1 "Pi2 t 

(i -i )* " (i -i ] 
v yy xxJ 

•U, II 
X [ V( £+m"+2) (W-l) (W+l) (£-m")' cp®,,^ 

+ V( W+2) (W-l) (W+l) (W) 

ifi -{--g- m * - *[̂ /(£+m"+l)(£-m")' a+±l§ aha " 
a 

X m^i,a+1^,a^KflM+l ~ V( 4-m"+l) (W)' 
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These equations represent the limit to which the SchriJdinger 

equation can be reduced while retaining the symmetry under 

permutations, required by the formalism in which the particles 

are treated as being identical. 



5• THE THREE-BODY EQUATIONS 

Turning now to the specific problem of writing the 

equations for the three-body problem, considerable simplifi

cations occur in the expression for the kinetic energy 

operator, primarily due to the fact that at any instant of 

time the positions of the three particles determine a tri

angle, a plane figure. For more than three nucleons, the 

equations (32) are fully as formidable as first glance would 

suggest. The geometry for three bodies is indicated in 

Figure 1. The body-fixed axes are labeled with capital 

latin letters. The body z-axis is taken normal to the plane 

in auch a way that traversing the triangle from 1 to 2 to 3 

amounts to a counterclockwise motion about the axis. The 

body x-axis is taken along the major axis of the triangle's 

inertia ellipse. 

Using these relations it is simple to calculate that the 

matrix .whose elements are D„ is 
cjt 

The intrinsic variables are taken as ^ 

and cyclic permutations. 

2 cos & 
3 

cos 2 

D cos & 
3 

2 cos -5\ 1 

cos <5\ 
2 

cos 1 2 
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where is the vertex angle at particle 1, etc., and by the 

law of cosines 

All the parameters occurring in the kinetic energy operator 

are listed in [5l> and these results, all of which have been 

verified, will be introduced as needed. 

= 0, and thus the equations (32) separate into two sets of 

equations, one set containing only even m", the other con

taining only odd values of m", because the terms that normal

ly couple even and odd m" are zero when both q and ^ 

are zero. 

cos => and cyclic permutations. 

Of particular interest is the fact that q a 

The area of the triangle is 

and a particularly useful set of relations is 

1xx + 1yy = + s2 + 

= i 
3 

and 

VJith these relationships it is easily seen that 
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i i' i xx yy _ 3 
; 

and 

1xx 1yy 
r? " 7] , r? 

-V1! -

îyy~1zz^ 1̂zz"ixx^ A 

Lastly, m2 = s-^SgSy and 

12A(Sg - s2) 12A(s? - a * )  
1 A. «'> I? . • - Tli . =' v. , ,7. -

"3.i " 9 [i* - f ̂  ' "3.2 - 9  ̂

and 

12A(s® - a|) 

^ 3 =  ^  [ * 3  "  f  * T ° 3  

Before writing the final equations of motion, a 

slight modification of equation (32) must be discussed. It 

is clear from Table II that an expression of the form 

2 G(abc) 2 V?nabc;af3Y)V (s)Vbf3(t)Vc (r) 
abc a0Y v c aCL DP CT 

can only represent a potential V = Z Vji in which every . 
K.j 1J 

term V^j contains the product of spin and isospln operators. 
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But in the most general potential (2), terms containing only 

spin operators, terms containing only isospin operators, and 

terms containing neither are all present. These terms can 

be readily taken care of, for it is easily shown, at least 

for three and four nucleons, that the Majorana operator 

VM 83 Z VrilHl + £r£i)U + li'li) = S G(abc) 2 n 1<J m lj l j l j abc apT 

X^r(abcjaPY)V â(s)V^p(t)Vciy(r) , ' (33) 

M 
where V-, -, (r) = - j, 2 VM(r. .) etc ., and 

11 rnUfciiricj J 

2 

V' = V +VN(N-1) ' 6 
aa aa ̂  V 5 al 

It is also easily shown that the operator 

v = 2 Vp(r .)(l + a •£ )(1 - t ,  - t  ) = -2 G(abc) 2 JT 
P i<j F ij 1 J 1 J abc o(3y V c 

F 
X r(abc;ap7)v â(s)v^(t)v67(r) , (34) 

where Vb0(t) ~ Vbp^^ - 6bl. If we expand the left 

hand sides of equations (33) and (34), we see that they both 

contain terms of the type found in the most general potential 
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(equation (2)) but. they each have a relationship between the 

various terms. By subtracting (34) from (33)* adding a term 

of the form 

• < * u>VjVTJ - J l V F  ^ i<j ^ d abc ctpy 

MF 
X r(abc;af>Y)Vaa(s)Vbp(t) VcY(r) , 

and adding a term of the form Vp = Z Vp(r.y) - "y 
i< J 

P 
X V-j^(r), a. general potential of the form (2) can be written, 

Another way of saying this is that if the terms of the 

potential (2) are broken up in the following manner: 

Vo'rij' - + Vrij 

Vrij' = Vu'rij' " Vrlj 

V'ij) = VM r̂lp + VriJ 

Vcnr(rij) ~ VMF r̂ij^ + VF r̂ij^ + VM r̂ij^ ' 

then the potential is expanded as ; 

nr MF 
V = Vp + 2 G(abc) 2 -v/i Rabcjaf^Jtvaa(s)VbB(t)Va (r) 

^ abc a&y v c aa °P 

M ii F . 
+ + Taa(3)Vt)Vcy<l)] ' . (35) 
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Along with the V â and Vaa go V(aa'a') = A(aa'a') + 

6al and V(aa 'a') = A(aa'a') _ ̂ (N-1)' ̂  

With these changes, equations (3?) become, for three 

nucleons, 

-.2 2̂ &' d 
+ C'P*^ + C°S ^3 "55^ + c,p*^ 

2 * 
+ -̂ŝ " + c,p*^ + +̂1)"m"2)'̂ 13A 2 

i3 m" 2̂ m'tt 12A 
+ 
(1| _ & AS) -W- - IT 9 ̂  U ̂  

x t(s2 - S3)̂  + c-P-'l + TfT" | s1s1gs3(B̂ sls2s3',§, 

is - -i£ A2' .2 
+ Vp(s0) - E '  3 < > " ( s c t )  -  V  J  "  ,  ^  

X ( V( «+m"+2) ((«+m"+l) (l-m")' <pj$g(s0) 

+ V (i-m"+2 ) (i+m"-1) (W+l) (I +m").' <P°Xj 

jl a b c 
+ [ 5 G(abc) 2 [a,b»c"]2A(a,b,c,)C^V_„) 

abc c'yy1 a'b'c" 

X r(co'c";YY'Y")'P1C„'.',"(sa)] = 0  .  ( 3 6 )  

where c.p. stand for cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3 and 
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MP 

{TvTvV^} stands for the expression (^(aa'a1 )A(bb'b') V (s ) 
c i c f u 

M F 
+ ?v'(aa'a»)X'(bb'b')Vc7(sa) + V (aa'a' )V'(bb fb ' )Vc(y(sa) ) . 

These equations so far have not specified the Identity of 

the nucleons, that is, they describe all three-nucleon prob

lems. We will now write down the equations for all possible 

states of a three-nucleon system; first, however, we will 

need to introduce some abbreviated notation. Having written 

the explicit equations (36), we shall now retreat to the 

practicality of a shorthand symbolism, which, upon comparison 

with (36), is obvious. 

(T(£,m") +Vp(sa) - E')9°MY"(sa) -

- + s G(abc) 2 [a'b • c"]^A(a«b '5 •) 
abc c'y y 1 a'b.'c" 

X [ w cY)r(oo'c";rr'Y")i>°.''r'(sa) = 0 .  ( 3 6 ' )  

Now the simplest case is the one for which the total spin of 

the system is 3/2 and the total Isospln is 3/2. In this 

case the spatial wave function itself is antisymmetric with 

respect to an interchange of any two nucleons. The isoBpin 

3/2 (t = 3/2) state corresponds either to a trineutron, a 

triproton, a triton (in a t = 3/2 state), or a Helium three 
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nucleus (in a t = 3/2 state). None of these states of three 

nucleons is known to exist in a bound state, but this does 

not imply that it is useless to write the equations. 

Although the primary concern of this study is with bound 

* states, nothing in the analysis has precluded its application 

to scattering. Thus the equations that follow describe the 

scattering of three nucleons in the various spin and isospin 

states. For spin 3/2 and isospin 3/2 we have the equation 

(T(*,m") +Vp(s0) - E'),^(S(J) - i'(v£'m">'?m"+2 

Tl r- "P ^ M Tl 
. - + [ V3 Vs,,) + V3 = 0 

The next case of interest concerns the same nuclei 

as the previous one, but this time in a spin \ state. The 

governing equations are 

MF MP _ M on 
(T(4,m") + Vp(s0) - E' -V3 -Y6 V2i -2\/6 V2i)<P^» 

-f(sCT̂ ,m")cp^n+2 -f(sa,^,-m")cp^_2 

MF M ' 
+ (V6 V22 + 2V6 V22)«pp = 0, 

and 
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MF MF M rjo 
(T(4,m") + Vp - E' - V3 \± +V6 V21 + 2# V21)q>p 

pp CO /— ^ Q1 
"fV'+2 "fV-2 + ̂  V22 + 2V6 V22)q>^ = 0. 

The third possibility is s = 3/2 and t = which describes 

either the triton or the helium three nucleus in a state with 

spin 3/2. The equations are 

_ MF F MF _ M 
CT(^,m") + Vp - E' --^3 V1X -4V3 Vlx -76 V21 -2^6 V21 

-sVS V21}^1 -f,21+2 -ftp^_2 

MF M F 
Hie v22 + 2V§" v22 + 2V6 v21)̂  = o, 

and 

MF F MF _ M 
{T.(i,m") + Vp -E' -V3 V11 -4V3 Vi;l +V6 V21+2\J6 Vgl 

F i^22 n„22 „m22 
+SV6 v 21̂  -r<*+2 -«,« 2 

MF M F 
+CV6 V22 +2^6 V22 +sV6 V21)^l = 0, 

The last possibility is s = ^ and t = which describes the 
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same nuclei as the previous case, but in a state with spin -4. 

The equations are greater in number than in any of the 

previous cases, and, unfortunately perhaps, these equations 

describe the ground state of the triton and the helium three 

nucleus. They are: 

MP MF M F , 
(T(£,m") + Vp - E' +V3 -V3( + V11 + V11)}9r-J1u 

11 11 r ̂  21 r~ ^ 22 
-f<i+2 -2V3 V21 <?$ -2V3 V28 <$! . 0, 

MF MP M F 
(T(i,m") + Vp - E» +V3 V1]L +4\^(*Vl1 + V±1 + V^) 

Ti Ti MF F p, 
-fV'+2 "fV'-2+(+s\/3 V22 -£V3 v22)q.mi 

MP '0 
+(-sV3 V21 -2^3 V21)9^ = 0, 

MF F 
(T(«,m") + Vp - E- +V3 -2</3 v2i )•?„« "^"+2 

+2V3 V22 <?̂  = 0, 

and 
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MF MF M F oc 
{T(4,m") + Vp - E' +V3 V1X +2\/6 ( V21 + V21 + V21) }^n 

PP PP r~  ̂  ̂ o~\ 
-f<"+2 -2 ( V22 + V22 + VS2K" 

MF -i -i 
-<W5 V21 <1=0. 

These equations complete the set of equations describing all 

the possible states of three nucleons. While there seems to 

be no great hope of solving them analytically, with the use 

of computers it may be possible to perform calculations on 

the three-nucleon system. 

The three-body problem is rather special in that the 

geometry is planar, and the kinetic energy operator simplifies 

considerably. In order to exhibit the kind of equation more 

likely to be encountered when working with greater numbers of 

nucleons, we write here an equation for the s = 2, t = 1 

state of four nucleons. This state is one which is presuma

bly a possible state for a lithium four, helium four, or 

hydrogen four nucleus. Again, since none of these nuclei is 

known to exist in a bound state with spin 2, the equations 

have applicability to the scattering of four nucleons. 
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(T(/,ra") + Vp - E')<?3iU0) -f(5<J»'e.™")tP +̂2(«0) 

-r(5a,̂ m")c?|i_2(e0) - ̂ jV( w+l)( W)' 

X t^(li)0+n 0̂)ir0 mi(nij0+̂ §j0))]tp31+1 

- ̂ [V(i-m"+l)(^+m")[S(n1 -ir,g )t 
a 

I, MF M F MF M F 
["i \i - vn " vn +V^ v31 +sv^ v31+aVi v31]cP3i 

p MF M F — 
- ̂ V6 [V32 +2V32 -f2V32]cp^ 

„ MF M F -r-
3 [V33+2V33 +2V33]c'V = °-

"?2 "T3 Equations similar in appearance exist for 9 and <p n, but m m 

little is to be gained by writing them here. 

It is clear from the coupled set of differential 

equations that result from the elimination of the spin, 

isospin/ and the angular dependences, that the price one 

must pay for reducing the number of variables describing the 

state of tin; system is increased complication of the equations 



of motion. As we have seen, elimination of the spin and 

isospin dependences couples functions of different permuta

tion symmetry, while elimination of the angular dependences 

couples functions of different projections of the angular 

momentum on the body-fixed z-axis. Further progress in the 

analytical solution of the problem seems to be an., extremely 

difficult task at best. The equations (32) are exact 

(insofar as the initial assumptions are correct); they 

involve no approximations, and it may be the case that 

suitable approximations will allow further insight into the 

nature of the solutions of the equations. 

The application of numerical techniques with high

speed computing machines will probably provide the most 

practical solution of the N-nucleon equations. Through 

their use, properties (such as the magnetic moment and the 

energy and its dependence on the angular momentum) of the 

bound states of N-nucleon systems may be calculated. 
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Z \ (Normal to plane 
^ "m of triangle) 

Figure 1. Geometry of the Three-Body Problem. 
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